Meet Up Kit
This “kit” is a simple framework to help expand the number of Americans
who wish to find other like-minded individuals and form discussion groups of
friends. It is also a blueprint to help expand the listenership for The Power
Hour with Joyce Riley since her program is among very few, and we feel,
the best to present real and accurate news, provide relevant guests and to
make available vital information unencumbered by an agenda-managed Big
Media.
It is our goal to:
 Foster a change of heart individually
 Encourage change in allocation of our time with regard to faith, family
and civic responsibility
 Inspire a true sense of individual worth that once made our nation
great

Who we are










We are an aggregation of like-minded friends who wish to gather on
occasion to share
We have no bank accounts
No formal leaders
No fees to "join"
We do not keep books
We do not take a roll at meetings
We have no list of members as there is no entity to join
We take no minutes
We never disclose who attends our meet ups

Why? Our U.S. Constitution gives us the right of association with whom
we please. It’s no one’s business but our own.

Further:
We are not:
 An organization
 An association
 A non-profit
 A corporation
 Nor any entity that may be construed to be taxable

What we believe











The nation before us is ready to reawaken
In the individual
Every person is a sacred being with the right to exist
Every person has a right to express themselves
Every person has a right to choose their own friends
There are no challenges before us, only opportunities
Each person has the right to find their own spiritual way, though we
hold God as the source of all and Christ as our redeemer
As this is not an organization, other points of view are welcome
without question
Americans must re-engage as participants in the workings of the
nation
It begins at home with the allocation of time

Someone once said that television is the greatest “time thief” ever invented.
Now, there are even more devices that may fit into that category. On the
surface such a statement appears true. It is far from it. A thief takes from
you something which you do not wish to give up.
Television, and now the myriad of electronic screened devices however, are
invited into our homes and allowed freely to squander the time of families. A
father does not speak to his wife, to his kids or his friends while he allows
himself to be mesmerized into a stupor. Children are given a substitute
parent and learn many lessons a parent would never allow to be taught by a
teacher or stranger in their home. And, we all make excuses for our
behavior. There are those in the world who are very glad we do this since if
we paid attention to what they were doing we would vehemently object.
The more we watch or manipulate devices the less we participate!

Further:
 We do not believe in violence
 We do not tolerate actions of violence and if such is suggested, that
individual will be asked to leave immediately.
 And, we believe that The Power Hour with Joyce Riley best
expresses the aspirations, hopes, dreams and heart-felt consciousness
of Americans who are reawakening to this nation's greatness
 We believe her show is the best voice of this reawaking and we will
work tirelessly to promote it to all
We advocate civic endeavors:
 Join a PTA (PTO)
 Go to city council meetings
 Run for school board
 Serve on commissions
 Help those who are running for offices if you cannot do it yourself
 Volunteer for a personal cause

Suggestion
Give of yourself. Besides, most likely you cannot remember who won
“Dancing With The Stars” five years ago…remember…the show you just had
to see?
You will find, in fact, do have the time.
Re-allocate and awaken!!!

How we expand
So how do we reach out to others to get started?
Listen to The Power Hour with Joyce Riley on www.gcnlive.com and sign
up for The Power Hour E-Mail Blast. There you will find more information on
Friends of The Power Hour.
Visit the website: www.FriendsOfThePowerHour.com
Also, you know people of like-mind. What’s funny…they know people too.
The first meet up may only have two people present, then four, then twelve
and so forth. Use community announcements and bulletin boards to spread
the word. Copy our format for hand out invitation cards and print off a few

on your computer printer. No NOT plaster windshields. You could be giving
away pure gold and many people would still be offended!
It’s about human contact that works best!
Just use the “Edge Connections” concept as most people know many others.
 Send them info or kits
 Call them up and invite them
 Even offer to take them to your meet up
 Let them know there is no organization to join
 And no hidden fees
 (Bring cookies…okay, celery sticks and carrots!)
When selecting the meeting place, be very clear on directions. Remember,
the choice of the first meeting place is your call. The next time, vote on it
and be gracious if others decide someplace else is best. Keep meet up places
constant as much as possible. Be respectful of others decisions.
This effort will expand through people sending the “kits” to others. They will
be available on every E-mail News Blast of The Power Hour show daily as a
downloadable file. They will also be on www.FriendsOfThePowerHour.com for
download. Copy off and send it to your friends in another community, city or
state. Ask them to do the same for their friends. Let’s blanket the nation!

Nuts and Bolts
Conducting a meet up: The first meeting can be a “get to know you” format
with an introduction of suggested topics to discuss in the future with
requests from Friends for additional material. Use our Ideas and Topics for
Discussion and Research as a place to start.
Also, do not elect officers. Human nature will sort out the leaders and the
followers. Leave it at that. Take no minutes and no attendance. If people
want to have others’ names and addresses they must ask them, as the
“group” does not provide lists. Keep it that way so no outside entity can
attack the “organization”…as there is none!
It is suggested to create a list of potential speakers. When engaging these
people limit their time beforehand to 45 minutes to talk and 15 minutes for
follow up questions. Place the speakers in the last hour of your meet up and
try to keep everything to 2 hours or less. This will give the guest an
impression of a group that has “things to do” and, our people do have other

things to do later. No one wants to have something turn into a “gab
session”.
Start meetings on time…some however may need to be “come and go”.
Always introduce new “friends” first before anything else. They will feel more
welcome than if it’s done at some later time in the meeting.
Listen more, talk less and learn what each person at the table has to offer.
Never use profanity. Every person, talkative or subdued, has a story and
suggestions. Help them to be heard. You will be blessed with more than you
ever thought possible.
If someone incurs an expense to copy materials for the others to review at a
meet up, the expense should be covered by the persons receiving material,
individually, unless the giver wishes to provide it as a gift. The group does
not collect funds for such expenditures.
Our meet ups will help guide individuals in seeking far richer enjoyment from
the Real World than settling for an evening of Big Media’s “Reality TV” (a
true oxymoron!) We pledge we will “Talk the Talk and Walk the Walk”.
As topics of discussion are examined by the group, certain topics will attract
the attention of various individuals. Encourage research and ask if they
would be willing to share their findings with the group.
Suggestion: Have no more than two “presentations” by Friends at each meet
up. (not the guest speaker…only have one of those) You will need time for
questions and discussions with the friends present. Remember every time
to thank a presenter!

Sundries
We will provide a place (www.FriendsOfThePowerHour.com) to get bumper
stickers that say Friends of The Power Hour: Ask me (if you like) If you want to
print Friends of the Power Hour Tee shirts or polos do not add slogans. We
need to respect Joyce’s image and her reputation.
We will also strive to update this kit as we work out the “kinks” and grow our
Friends across the nation. Suggestions are welcome.

Ideas and Topics for Discussion/Research
Government
-Without the Constitution we have nothing
-Left/right, democratic/republican paradigm
-Military industrial complex and the role of war
-False flags to push agendas
-9/11
-Gun control
-Importance of whistle blowers
-Growing mass surveillance
-Obamacare
-JFK assassination and others
-Government without representation
-Taxation, “illegal” IRS and Income Tax

Economic
-Central bank cartels run the world
-"Federal" Reserve and Central Banking heads
-World Bank
-Fiat currency
-Illegal IRS and income tax
-Potential economic collapse

Education
-Common Core, Common Debasement?
-“No Child Left Behind”
-Testing over teaching

Environmental
-(myth of) global warming
-Chemtrails
-Agenda 21
-Fukushima Radiation – Radiation Contamination in General
-CMEs and other potential grid meltdowns
-EMP’s
-Right of local self-determination of education
-HAARP
-Carbon taxes
-Al Gore’s Empire of Lies

Health
-Medical and pharmaceutical industrial complex
-Obamacare
-Death panels
-Forced purchase of product
-Increase of cost
-Massive hidden taxation
-Vaccines
-GMO in our food
-Chemtrails
-Smart meters
-Fluoride in the water
-Radiation/Fukushima, DU
-Supplements and their vital role in our health
-Aspartame dangers
-Flexner Report: Created our modern medical (drug based) practice

Religion/Spiritual
-All we have is God
-Importance of gratitude
-Good vs. evil
-We still have free will
-Intention
-Good works without regard to salvation
-Respect for other faiths
-501c and the “hijacked” American Church

World At Large
-NWO matrix
-NAU (North American Union)
-Independent vs (corporate bought) media
-similarities between current times and the collapse of the Roman Empire
-CMEs and other grid meltdown scenarios
-Preppers (fools or prophets)
-Social engineering (depopulation and eugenics)
-The Illuminati and other secret societies
-Corporate fascism
-Collectivism and centralization
-Trans-Pacific Partnership and loss of Sovereignty

List of things to do individually
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

List of things to do as Meet Up friends –together
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
List of New Topics for Meet Ups
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
List of things I want to change in my own life (many little steps
equal success!)
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

Closing Thoughts
In the past, people rallied around a leader and demanded change. We have
moved past such times now as the fundamental way we live today has
changed. It is time to reconnect to who we are and not what Big Media
and Big Corporate want us to be.
Once we were considered “citizens” who had civic duties in which to
participate. The “powers that be” now call us “Consumers” as though we
were cattle being fattened up in some gigantic feed lot…… consuming!
The Friends of The Power Hour concept expects first to foster change in
the individual, then change in the home, change in the community, the state
and finally, the nation.
If we do not reclaim the precious concept of “Citizen”, we may lose the very
thing almost everyone believes no one can ever take away from us..…Our
Very Freedom.

Change Our Hearts, Change Our Nation!

Remember: Joyce Riley’s show will promote our efforts. We need to conduct
ourselves with dignity and respect that others will have only the very best
impression of:

The Friends of The Power Hour!

Listen to The Power Hour with Joyce Riley everyday
on www.gcnlive.com from 7A.M. to 10A.M. Central

Reawakening our
amazing

Representative
Republic!

Go Joyce, Go!!!!!!

Share The Power Hour with Joyce Riley with friends who do not
know about the program. After a very short while, these new
listeners will be asking you about “Friends of The Power Hour”
because they will want to discuss this “new” information they
now have discovered!
The more people who listen, the more Friends we have who are
re-awaking to the greatness of America!
And, that my Friends, is how we make a difference!

